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Abstract - Due to the latest technology breakthrough, mobile devices have become an indispensable part of people’s 
lives.Therefore mobile Malware are targeting the mobile devices more than ever and they seem to be shifted from their 
traditional host, PCs to more valuable and vulnerable victims. This study investigates issues and challenges of cyber security 
specifically Malware to mobile devices. This paper begins with related work and its main focus on mobile Malware and 
more specifically Android. It discusses, analyses, and shed a light on mobile devices Malware and recognised trends and 
challenges in this particular area and finally proposes a comprehensive security solution that would address the security issue 
of Android mobile devices from threads specifically Malware. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The advanced technology has provided high CPU 
power, big storage, broad bandwidth and integrated 
peripheral devices such as Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, 3G/4G 
to mobile devices, which made them high demanded 
pocket PCs. The number of mobile Malware has 
dramatically increased during recent years and they 
will continue to grow and target the essential 
vulnerabilities in mobile devices such as Android root 
exploit.As a result, Mobile Malware has recently 
stolen the spotlight from PC Malware and grabs the 
attention of IT professionals and media. Among 
popular mobile devices, Android platform seems to 
gain the reputation of Microsoft in PC world, it is 
considered to be most vulnerable due to users’ liberty 
of installing applications (apps) from outside the 
Google app store. In addition, rooting capability that 
is performed by users in order to bypass permission 
restrictions adds another layer of vulnerability to 
Android devices. In contrast, Apple platform is 
considered more secure than the Android ones by 
imposing restrictions and limitations for apps 
installation only from App Store. Therefore, it is 
more difficult for Malware distribution through iOS 
devices. However, the very same restriction drives 
users to jailbreak their devices in order to be able to 
install other necessary apps such as Adobe flash, 
which in return put the device in danger of Malware 
attack. 
Recognizing the prevalent growth of Android 
Malware discussed earlier, this paper will therefore 
investigate the mobile security issues, associated 
vulnerabilities, and potential threats to mobile devices 
and finally propose a comprehensive security solution 
to address most of these threats. The reminder of 
paper is organized as follows. In section 2 Theoretical 
background that discusses on general Android mobile 
computing devicesand mobile’s security threats 
mainly in Malware specifically for Android OS, 
follow by section 3 presents the proposed security 

framework that tends to reduce vulnerabilities and 
mitigate the Malware threats. The experimental 
results and discussion of the proposedsecurity 
framework are discussed in section 4 and this paper is 
concluded in section 5.  

 
II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 
 
A. Android Mobile Computing Devices 
Android devices have dominated the smartphone 
market with over 78% market share [1]. Android 
structurally consist of Linux-based kernel with 
libraries and APIs and application frameworks 
running on top of each other. 
 
Android is popular among app developers because of 
its less restrictions and limitations [2]. Payne [3] 
points out that this allows developers to write codes 
in languages that are vulnerable to traditional attacks, 
such as stack buffer overflows, memory corruptions, 
heap overflows, and race conditions. Based on his 
suggestions, developers should perform code 
scanning for any vulnerability and also develop their 
app with Address Space Layout Randomization 
(ASLR), which randomizes where various types of 
information are kept in memory. 
To escalate the issue, according to Flegel, et al. 
[4],Android developers often misuse coding idiom in 
Androidplatforms due to copying and pasting 
vulnerable codes.  
 
One of the advantages that makes Android the 
mostpopular platform is its capability to install third 
partyapplication. It allows user to install apps from 
sources ratherthan legitimate one such as Google Play 
store. These apps arenot certified or scanned by 
Google Play and could includemalicious codes and 
intended vulnerabilities [5]–[8].Arabo andPranggono 
[9], suggest a security framework solution toprovide 
security for mobile devices against threats 
specificallyMalware.  
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In End-user section they outline the necessity for 
users toinstall security controls such as anti-viruses 
and firewalls. Theanti-virus security controls provide 
users protection againstknown Malware based on 
Malware signature’s database.Although, app stores 
now perform intensive Malware scanbefore 
developers be able to upload their app for sale on 
store,Malware creators developed techniques to 
circumvent thesesecurity controls and specifically 
Google store. Two widelyused techniques are logic 
bombs and check for simulationenvironment [10]. To 
fight against that some researcherssuggest behavioral 
approaches such as Crowdroid proposedby Burguera, 
et al. [11], Practical Root Exploit 
Containment(PREC) proposed [10], and A Defense  
Framework AgainstMalware and Vulnerability 
Exploits proposed by Zhang, et al.[12]. Among those 
PREC appears to be more robust and oneof its very 
advantages is that It imposes less than 3%overhead to 
the mobile device in comparison to othermethods, 15-
30%. 
 
PREC targeting and dynamically identify system 
calls fromhigh-risk components specifically third 
native libraries thatused for root exploit attack. The 
procedure that takes by novelcan be divided to two 
sections: 
First, it utilizes a “classified system calls monitoring” 
layoutthat can recognize system calls according to 
their origins. 
Second, it uses a “delay based fine grained 
containment”structure that performs the anomalous 
system calls from apool of available segregate threads 
in order to slows themdown and prevent the 
threat.However, PREC has some disadvantages as 
well and it only targeting and observing system 
callsgenerated from the third party native code 
 
B. Smart Decide Security Threats 
In computer security concepts, user is always 
considered as a weak chain. The assumption is that 
everything that comes out of box is secure enough by 
default. According to Arabo and Pranggono [9], the 
primary challenge with mobile security devices is 
their ubiquity and lack of awareness of threats 
associated with these devices. 
Android platform is vulnerable to variety of attacks 
and exploit mostly due to its OS layers structure and 
the fact that it owns the majority of market share. 
Such attacks can cause several of privacy and 
security risks for users such as phone calls tracking, 
extraction of SMS/MMS, loss or privacy and 
exposure of information, and overbilling due to call 
to premium accounts. The vectors of such attacks can 
be Bluetooth, USB connection, Wi-Fi, 3G and 4G, 
and over all Internet connection [13].  
 
C. Smart Device Malware 
In recent years we have witnessed vast advance in 
mobiledevices technology, which resulted in 

tremendous growth intheir sales and adaption.Among 
all other devices, Android considered less secure 
andmore prone to Malware attack. Based on 
Kaspersky recentreport, 10 million Android 
malicious apps were detectedbetween year 2010-2013 
and 4 million of them belong to year2013, something 
that Kaspersky called it “3 infection attemptsper 
user.” 
 
The mobile devicesspecifically smartphones poses 
multiple communicationinterfaces such as G3/G4, 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, USB and othersto surf Internet, 
send/receive emails, and visit social mediawebsites 
[14]. Malware uses these peripheral devices to 
infectand propagate from one device to another. 
Other effective ways of Malware propagation 
arerepackaging, tricking user to install malicious app, 
and updateattack [15]. Repackaging is the one the 
most populartechnique used by Malware developers 
to download the appfrom app store, unpack it inject 
malicious code in it andupload it back on download 
websites that appears as benignapp to end user. 
Moreover, update attack is a form of 
repackagingtechnique. Repackaging can be 
performed in two ways. Thefirst approach could be 
easily detected since malicious code“piggybacked” 
into host apps [15]. The second approach istrickier to 
detect, because instead of inserting the wholepayload, 
it only injects an update component that will bring 
ordownload the malicious codes when it runs. 
Therefore,scanning app for malicious payload may 
fail as there are nomalicious codes to detect. Malware 
known using this methodare DroidKungFuUpdate, 
BaseBridge, Plankton, andAnserverBot [15]. 

 
III. COMPREHENSIVE SECURITY 
FRAMEWORK DESIGN 
 
A. Potential Security Framework Model 
Considering all threats and cyber securities especially 
Malware discuss earlier in sections, a need for a 
comprehensive solution is evident. As pointed out by 
Arabo and Pranggono [9], the main cyber security 
concern with Android devices is user liberty to install 
applications (apps)from any sources. As Mobile 
Malware becomemore intelligent, the need for more 
robust security solution ishighly required. As with 
increase in Malware distribution fromGoogle play 
store, Google added an extra security layer thatscans 
apps for any malicious codes and activities before 
beingintroduced to end user [9]. However, that still 
doesn’t stopMalware from spreading as Malware 
creators developedtechniques to circumvent these 
security controls andspecifically Google store.  
This paper proposes a security framework solution 
that aims tocover most aspect of mobile devices 
security that mayneglected by other security 
solutions, as illustrated in Figure 1.The designed 
model provides security for users can be dividedinto 
three sections. 
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Figure 1.Comprehensive security solution for mobile and smart devices 
 

i) Section A: The first section of model represents 
thesecurity feature that embedded into device’s OS 
and hasone main subsection, Device OS Developers. 

Device OS Developers: 
Device OS developers, such as Android OS 

Developers andiOS developers should integrate some 
form of lightweightsecurity such as Lightweight 
Security Control (LSC) that thisresearch proposes. 
The idea of LSC is similar to howMicrosoft 
implements primitive security features in its 
latestOSs such as Windows 7 and Windows 8.  

The LSC should include following features: 
 
a) Lightweight firewall performs very basic 

packet filtering,port opening and closing, and similar 
tasks. 

 
b) Lightweight signature-based anti-virus 

protects deviceagainst OSs’ vulnerabilities by 
scanning device forMalware that exploit those 
weakness such as root exploitMalware in Android 
devices.  

 
c) Social engineering defender which alerts users 

against anysocial engineering attacks. For instance, 
when user wantsto click or tap on links within spam 
emails or emails fromunknown sources that are not in 
users contact list. 

 
Moreover, it warns users when they receive 

SMS/MMSfrom unknown senders.LSC should be 
configured in a way that when users first startup their 
devices, it walks them through set of short 
securitysettings. Alternatively, users can choice to set 
their overallsecurity settings (Low, Medium or High) 
based on predefined settings.  

The Medium predefined security is what is 
recommendedby LSC. Users also have choice to turn 
the LSC off or onfor any reasons. LSC consists of 
two major parts Malwareprotection and Security 

Watchdog and they consists of twosubsections as 
listed in Figure 2 below. 

 

 
Figure 2.LSC breakdown structure 

 
To improve functionality, the LSC’s Malware 
protection feature (section 1) implementation is 
compulsory and there is no capability provided for 
user to disable the feature. However to grant users’ 
some liberty as well, the security watchdog feature 
(section 2) is not compulsory and user can disable the 
feature if required. 

 
ii) Section B: This section of model mainly 

concerns with securities that protecting users’ privacy 
and credentials while they are performing regular 
internet activities such as surfing internet, doing 
banking transactions, and reading emails using their 
devices. 

 
This section consists of four security components: 

a) End-user: Users are expected to install security 
controls such as anti-viruses and firewalls. The new 
generation of anti-viruses is lighter, less resource 
thirsty, and consumes less bandwidth. In addition, 
some of anti-viruses store their databases on cloud, 
that way they would consume even less bandwidth. 
In addition, to test and examine the anti-viruses 
effectiveness and robustness set of Malware with 
different functionality and payloads was selected. List 
of Malware that were used for test are presented in 
Table 1.  

 
b) App market or stores: App stores need to 

constantly scan their app database for any app’s 
malicious activities. The two popular app stores 
iTune and Google Play already scanning apps for any 
abnormal behavior prior to be presented to end-user 
for purchase and download. 

 
c) Mobile Network Providers: Mobile network 

providers should keep track of SMS’s/MMS’s that 
used for communication between botnets and botnet 
master [9]. 

d) App developers: App developers are 
encouraged writing their apps with Address Space 
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Layout Randomization (ASLR), which randomizes 
where various types of information are kept in 
memory [3]. This randomization protects apps from 
buffer overflows, memory corruptions, heap 
overflows, and race conditions attacks. Moreover, 
sometimes Android app developers reuse code from 
trusted sources. 

 
Table 1.  Malware list 

 
 

iii) Section C: The most critical level of this 
model is carriedout by Practical Root Exploit 
Containment (PREC) proposed[10]. When the app is 
first submitted by developer to the appmarket, it is 
being scan by Malware detection systemrunning in 
quarantine emulator environment. If it recognizedas 
malicious it would be rejected, otherwise, the 
app’s“normal profile behavior” is saved and 
forwarded to PRECservices that could be reside on 
cloud. Once the app isdownloaded by user and start 
functioning PREC retrieveapp’s profile and keeps eye 
on that app for any root exploitactivity and will 
contain it if necessary. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSIONS 
 
This section provides discussion and the 
experimentalresults of previously mentioned 
methods, graphs, and tables.Figure 3 illustrates the 
result based on five best mobile antiviruses’capability 
indetecting Malware in percentage. This study shows 

that theaverage percentage of Malware detection of 
all five antivirusesis 83.2%. The Malware test 
environment was AndroidSDK emulator with API 
19.0 using Goldfish 3.4 OS, which isa stable and 
common virtual platform used for Android 
appdevelopment and testing. 
  
The steps required for preparing thisinfrastructure 
are: 

Step 1, building the host environment (Linux 
OS).  
Step 2, Building Android development 
environment inLinux to host Mobile virtual 
device.  
Step 3, testing the environment (virtual device) 
to makesure it works properly.  

 
The results of the following graphs are generated 
usingPowerTutor tool that utilizes PowerBooter. 
PowerBooteris accurate to within 0.8% on average 
with at most 2.5% error[16]. The purpose of this 
stepis to evaluate mobile devices’ battery 
consumption used byantiviruses during scanning and 
normal operation. This stepdiffer from previous, 
because testings’ were conducted onactual android 
device (Samsung Galaxy SII i9100 withAndroid OS 
4.1.2 with 16 GB memory storage) and reason 
issimply because PowerTutor needs battery censors 
to produceaccurate outputs. Note that sdcard scan is 
not included in thesetests. 

 
This procedure has two steps: 
 
Step one, injecting or installing malicious apps in 
goldfishand then installing anti-virus from different 
vendors (thevendors’ names are mentioned in 
antivirus table below) todetermine the level of 
security that antivirus provides foruser.  
 
Step two, determine the Malware residence in 
capturedmemory after being injected in and also for 
Malwarepersistency after being removed by Anti-
virus, using Limetool to capture the memory and 
Volatility tool to examinethe dumped memory.  
 
Figure 4 shows the percentage of power consumption 
of anti- Malware during ideal activities. The tests 
were conducted using actual device Samsung Galaxy 
SII i1900 with Android OS 4.2.1 as a test bed. The 
Figure 5 illustrates power consumption during 
manual scan which involves power consumption of 
two device’s important component CPU and LCD. 
Finally, Figure 6 presents power consumption during 
automatic scan which performs by regular schedule 
of anti- Malware. During this automatic scan process 
the major power consumer is CPU since LCD is 
usually turned off. 
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 As illustrated above, Figures 4 to Figure 6 illustrate 
the power consumption performance by chosen 
antiviruses under three different circumstances. The 
purpose of this step is to study the power 
consumption efficiency of mobile antiviruses. The 
five selected anti-Malware are the best in the market. 
The conditions that antiviruses were examined on are:  
Ideal time: measuring the amount of the battery’s 
juice each antivirus uses during normal and 
background operation in 10 minutes time interval 
using PowerTutor tool. 
Manual scan: measuring the battery consumption 
during heavy battery (scanning for virus) drain by 
antivirus. The time interval used here is calculated 
based on actual time that each antivirus takes to scan 
plus 4 seconds for error tolerance. The results are 
calculated based on the average of 10 test repeats to 
reduce errors (see Table-1 the power consumption 
Table). The two hardware battery’s consumption that 
accounted here are LCD and CPU. Note that the test 
assumes that user perform manual scan, which 
involves consumption of both LCD and CPU 
battery’s power drain. 

 
Automatic scan: This step is calculated based on 
situation that antivirus runs scan automatically. It is 
assumed that since user has no intervention, LCD 
power consumption is 0 and only CPU’s that 
consumes power. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The cyber security threats, specifically Malware are 
spreading from their traditional hosts desktop 
computers to smartphones and mobile devices as 
these devices are more vulnerable and they contain 
more personal information. Although, the purpose of 
mobile Malware are perhaps different from their 
traditional cousin (computer’s Malware) the concept 
and functionalities of mobile Malware has not 
changed significantly. This paper discussed current 
issues with existing mobile security controls and also 
proposed a comprehensive model of security solution 
framework that would address mobile security issues 
and more specifically Malware This work is part of 
ongoing research to design and implement a 
comprehensive security framework model for mobile 
devices. For the future work will be to develop, 
implement, and evaluate the Lightweight Security 
Control (LSC) the section A of the proposed model 
for Android device. 
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